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ABSTRACT
Federated learning is a privacy-preserving machine learning tech-
nique that learns a shared model across decentralized clients. It
can alleviate privacy concerns of personal re-identification, an im-
portant computer vision task. In this work, we implement feder-
ated learning to person re-identification (FedReID) and optimize
its performance affected by statistical heterogeneity in the real-
world scenario. We first construct a new benchmark to investigate
the performance of FedReID. This benchmark consists of (1) nine
datasets with different volumes sourced from different domains to
simulate the heterogeneous situation in reality, (2) two federated
scenarios, and (3) an enhanced federated algorithm for FedReID.
The benchmark analysis shows that the client-edge-cloud architec-
ture, represented by the federated-by-dataset scenario, has better
performance than client-server architecture in FedReID. It also re-
veals the bottlenecks of FedReID under the real-world scenario,
including poor performance of large datasets caused by unbalanced
weights in model aggregation and challenges in convergence. Then
we propose two optimization methods: (1) To address the unbal-
anced weight problem, we propose a new method to dynamically
change the weights according to the scale of model changes in
clients in each training round; (2) To facilitate convergence, we
adopt knowledge distillation to refine the server model with knowl-
edge generated from client models on a public dataset. Experiment
results demonstrate that our strategies can achieve much better
convergence with superior performance on all datasets. We believe
that our work will inspire the community to further explore the
implementation of federated learning on more computer vision
tasks in real-world scenarios.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Distributed algorithms; Ob-
ject identification; Matching; • Information systems → Top-k
retrieval in databases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
MSMT17 DukeMTMC-reID Market1501 CUHK03-NP PRID2011 CUHK01 VIPeR 3DPeS iLIDS-VID
Figure 1: Sample images of the 9 selected datasets.
The increasing awareness of personal data protection [4] has
limited the development of person re-identification (ReID). Person
ReID is an important computer vision task that matches the same
individual in a gallery of images [31]. The training of person ReID
relies on centralizing a huge amount of personal image data, im-
posing potential privacy risks on personal information, and even
causing the suspension of person ReID research projects in some
countries. Therefore, it is necessary to navigate its development
under the premise of privacy preservation.
Federated learning is a privacy-preserving machine learning
framework that can train a person ReID model using decentralized
data from the cameras. Since edges share model updates instead of
training data with the server [21], federated learning can effectively
mitigate potential privacy leakage risks. Multimedia researchers
and practitioners can also leverage this benefit to multimedia con-
tent analysis tasks [3, 28]. In addition to privacy protection, the
implementation of federated learning to person ReID (FedReID) also
possesses other advantages: reducing communication overhead by
avoiding massive data uploads [21]; enabling a holistic model that
is applicable to different scenarios; obtaining local models at edges
that can adapt local scenes. Video surveillance for communities is a
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Table 1: The characteristics of 9 datasets of FedReID benchmark.
Datasets # Cameras
Train Test
# IDs # Images Query Gallery# IDs # Images # Images
MSMT17 [25] 15 1,041 32,621 3,060 11,659 82,161
DukeMTMC-reID [32] 8 702 16,522 702 2,228 17,611
Market-1501 [30] 6 751 12,936 750 3,368 19,732
CUHK03-NP [16] 2 767 7,365 700 1,400 5,332
PRID2011 [11] 2 285 3,744 100 100 649
CUHK01 [15] 2 485 1,940 486 972 972
VIPeR [6] 2 316 632 316 316 316
3DPeS [1] 2 93 450 86 246 316
iLIDS-VID [24] 2 59 248 60 98 130
good use case for FedReID [7]. Different communities collaborate to
train a centralized model without video data leaving communities.
Despite the advantages of federated learning, little work studies
its implementation to person ReID. Hao et al. [8] only mentioned
the possibility of this implementation. Statistical heterogeneity—
data with non-identical and independent distribution (non-IID) and
unbalanced volumes—is one of the key challenges for FedReID in
the real-world scenario [12]. Zhao et al. [29] showed non-IID data
harms the performance of federated learning significantly and Li et
al. [13] stated that it causes the challenge of convergence, but little
work studies statistical heterogeneity in FedReID.
This work aims to optimize the performance of FedReID by per-
forming benchmark analysis. Comprehensive experimental results
and analysis of the newly constructed benchmark and the proposed
optimization methods demonstrate their usefulness and effective-
ness. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first implementation
of federated learning to person ReID. We summarize the contribu-
tions of this paper as follows:
(I) We construct a new benchmark for FedReID and conduct
benchmark analysis to investigate its bottlenecks and insights.
Our benchmark, FedReIDBench, has following features: (1) us-
ing 9 representative ReID datasets—samples shown in Figure
1—with large variances to simulate the real-world situation
of non-IID and unbalanced data, (2) defining representative
federated scenarios for person ReID, (3) proposing a suitable
algorithm for FedReID, (4) standardizing model structure and
performance evaluation metrics, and (5) creating reference
implementation to define the training procedures. The bench-
mark analysis results set a good baseline for future research
on this topic.
(II) We propose two methods to optimize performance: knowl-
edge distillation and dynamic weight adjustment. Knowledge
distillation [10] addresses the convergence problem caused by
non-IID data. Dynamic weight adjustment in model aggrega-
tion solves the performance decay issue caused by imbalance
datasets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review related work about person ReID and federated learning.
Section 3 presents the benchmark for FedReID. We analyze the
benchmark results and provide insights in Section 4. In Section
5, we propose optimization methods to improve the performance
of FedReID. Section 6 summarizes this paper and provides future
directions.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Person Re-identification
Given a query image, the person ReID system aims to retrieve
images with the same identity from a large gallery, based on their
similarities. It has wide applications such as video surveillance
and content-based video retrieval [31]. Compared with traditional
hand-crafted feature operators, deep neural networks enable better
extracting representative features and hence greatly improve the
performance of ReID [17, 19, 23, 26]. The person ReID datasets
contain images from different camera views. Training person ReID
models requires centralizing a large amount of these data, which
raises potential privacy risks because these images contain personal
information and identification. Thus, federated learning is beneficial
for person ReID to preserve privacy.
2.2 Federated Learning
Federated learning benchmarks Caldas et al. in [2] presented
LEAF, a benchmark framework focusing on image classification
and some natural language process tasks. Luo et. al in [20] proposed
real-world image datasets for object detection. Both works adopt
Federated Averaging (FedAvg) algorithm proposed by McMahan et
al.[21] as the baseline implementation. In this work, we introduce
a new benchmark in the combination of federated learning and
person ReID, where we report a comprehensive analysis to reveal
the problems and provide insights for the simulated real-world
scenario.
Non-IID data in federated learning Federated learning faces the
challenge of non-IID data [29], which is different from distributed
deep learning that trains a large scale deep network with parallel
computation using IID data in clusters [5, 22]. Zhao et al. [29]
proposed sharing data that represents global distribution to clients
to improve non-IID performance. Yao et al. [27] proposed FedMeta,
a method to fine-tune the server model after aggregation using
metadata acquired from voluntary clients. Li et al. in [13] offer
FedProx, an algorithm to improve the convergence of FedAvg by
adding a proximal term to restrict the local update to be closer to the
global model. We also provide two solutions for problems caused by
non-IID data in the ReID task. Inspired by data sharing strategy [29]
and FedMeta [27], one of the solution adopts knowledge distillation
with an additional unlabelled dataset to facilitate convergence.
3 FEDERATED PERSON REID BENCHMARK
In this section, we introduce FedReIDBench, a new benchmark
for implementing federated learning to person ReID. It includes 9
datasets (Section 3.1), choices of federated scenarios (Section 3.2),
the model structure (Section 3.3), the federated training algorithms
(Section 3.4), the performance metrics (Section 3.5), and reference
implementation (Section 3.6).
3.1 Datasets
To simulate the real-world scenario of FedReID, we select 9 differ-
ent datasets whose properties are shown in Table 1. These datasets
have significant variances in image amounts, identity numbers,
scenes (indoor or outdoor), and the number of camera views, which
lead to huge domain gaps among each other [18]. These variances
simulate the statistical heterogeneity in reality. The disparity in
image amounts simulates the imbalance of data points across edges
and the domain gaps results in the non-IID problem. The simu-
lated statistical heterogeneity makes the FedReID scenario more
challenging and closer to the real-world situation.
3.2 Federated Scenarios
We design two different approaches that representing two real-
world scenarios for applying federated learning to person ReID
(Figure 2).
(a)
Edge Server Edge Server
(b)
Figure 2: Federated-by-camera scenario vs. Federated-
by-dataset scenario. (a) represents federated-by-camera-
scenario: cameras collaboratively perform federated learn-
ing with the server. (b) represents federated-by-dataset sce-
nario: edge servers collect data from multiple cameras be-
fore performing federated learning.
Federated-by-camera scenario represents a standard client-
server architecture. Each camera is defined as an individual client
to directly communicate with the server to conduct the federated
learning process. Under this scenario, keeping images in clients
significantly reduces the risk of privacy leakage. However, this
scenario exerts high requirements on the computation ability of
cameras to train deep models, which makes practical deployment
harder. A good illustration in the real world would be a community
that deploys multiple cameras to train one person ReID model.
Federated-by-dataset scenario represents a client-edge-cloud
architecture, where clients are defined as the edge servers. The
edge servers construct dataset from multiple cameras and then
collaboratively conduct federated learning with the central server.
A real-world scenario could be several communities collaboratively
train ReID models with an edge server connecting to multiple
cameras in each community.
3.3 Model Structure
A common baseline for deep person ReID is the ID-discriminative
embedding (IDE) model [31]. We use the IDE model with backbone
ResNet-50 [9] as our model structure to perform federated learning.
However, the model structure is not identical in all clients—their
identity classifiers may be different. Clients have a different number
of identities in both federated scenarios introduced in Section 3.2
and the dimension of the identity classifier in the model depends
on the number of identities, so they may have different model struc-
tures. This difference affects the federated algorithm we discussed
in the following section (Section 3.4).
3.4 Federated Learning Algorithms
In this section, we introduce FedAvg, the key algorithm of feder-
ated learning, and outline our proposed method Federated Partial
Averaging (FedPav) for FedReID.
Federated Averaging (FedAvg) [21] is a standard federated
learning algorithm which includes operations on both the server
and clients: clients train models with their local dataset and upload
model updates to the server; the server is responsible for initializing
the network model and aggregating model updates from clients by
weighted average. FedAvg requires the models in the server and
clients having the same network architecture, while as discussed
in Section 3.3, the identity classifiers of clients could be different.
Hence, we introduce an enhanced federated learning algorithm for
FedReID: Federated Partial Averaging.
Federated Partial Averaging (FedPav) enables federated train-
ing with clients that have partially different models. It is similar
to FedAvg in the whole training process except that each client
sends only part of the updated model to the server. Figure 3 de-
picts the implementation of FedPav to FedReID. Models in clients
share an identical backbone, varying the identity classifiers, so the
clients only send model parameters of the backbone to the server
for aggregation.
We describe the training process as follows: (1) At the beginning
of a new training round, the server selects K out of N total clients
to participate in the training and sends the global model to clients.
(2) Each client concatenates the global model with the identity
classifier from the previous training round to form a new model.
It then trains the model on local data with stochastic gradient
descent for E number of local epochs with batch size B and learning
rate η. (3) Each client preserves the classifier layer and uploads
the updated model parameters of the backbone. (4) The server
aggregates these model updates, obtaining a new global model. We
summarize FedPav in Algorithm 1.
FedPav aims to obtainmodels outperforming local training, which
represents models trained on individual datasets. FedPav outputs a
high-quality global modelwT and a local model wTk for each client.
Data
Classifier 
Layer
Client 1
2. Client uses 
local data 
to Train
Client 2
3. Clients upload 
updated backbone
model parameters
Server
Global
Model
1. Server sends new 
global model
Client N
Data
. . . . .Backbone
4. Aggregate to obtain 
new global model
Figure 3: Illustration of Federated Partial Averaging (Fed-
Pav). The global model is the backbone. Each round of train-
ing includes the following steps: (1) A server sends the global
model to clients. (2) Clients use local data to train the mod-
els with their classifiers. (3) Clients upload the backbone
parameters to the server. (4) The server aggregates model
updates from clients by weighted average to obtain a new
global model.
These models are evaluated and compared with local training in
Section 4.2. Since ReID evaluation uses an image as a query to
search for similar images in a gallery, we can omit the identity
classifier in evaluation.
3.5 Performance Metrics
To evaluate the performance of FedReID, we need to measure not
only the accuracy of algorithms but also the communication cost
because the federated learning setting limits the communication
bandwidth.
ReID Evaluation MetricsWe use the standard person ReID eval-
uation metrics to evaluate the accuracy of our algorithms: Cummu-
lative Matching Characteristics (CMC) curve and mean Average
Precision (mAP) [31]. CMC ranks the similarity of a query identity
to all the gallery images; Rank-k presents the probability that the
top-k ranked images in the gallery contain the query identity. We
measure CMC at rank-1, rank-5, and rank-10. mAP calculates the
mean of average precision in all queries.
Communication Cost We measure communication cost by the
number of communication rounds times twice the model size (up-
loading and downloading). Larger communication rounds lead to
higher communication costs if the model size is constant.
3.6 Reference Implementation
To facilitate the reproducibility, FedReIDBench provides a set of
referenced implementations, including FedPav and optimization
methods. It also includes scripts to preprocess the ReID datasets.
Algorithm 1: Federated Partial Averaging (FedPav)
Input: E,B,K ,η,T ,N ,nk ,n
Output:wT ,wTk
1 Server:
2 initializew0 ;
3 for each round t = 0 to T-1 do
4 Ct ← (randomly select K out of N clients);
5 for each client k ∈ Ct concurrently do
6 wt+1k ← ClientExecution(wt , k , t );
7 end
8 // n: total size of dataset; nk : size of client k’s dataset;
9 wt+1 ← ∑k ∈Ct nkn wt+1k ;
10 end
11 returnwT ;
12 ClientExecution (w, k, t):
13 v ← (retrieve additional layers v if t > 0 else initialize);
14 B ← (divide local data into batches of size B);
15 for each local epoch e = 0 to E-1 do
16 for b ∈ B do
17 // (w,v) concatenation of two vectors;
18 (w,v) ← (w,v) − η▽L((w,v);b);
19 end
20 end
21 store v ;
22 returnw ;
23 return
4 BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
Using the benchmark defined in Section 3, we conducted extensive
experiments on different federated settings and gained meaningful
insights by analyzing these results. For all the experiments, we
initialize the ResNet-50 model using pre-trained ImageNet model
[31]. We present rank-1 accuracy in most experiments and provide
mAP results in the supplementary material.
4.1 Federated-by-camera Scenario
Since the existing ReID datasets contain images from multiple cam-
eras, we consider implementing federated learning regarding each
camera as a client. We assume that the cameras have sufficient
computation power to train neural network models. Some cameras
in the industry already have such capability.
We measure the performance in the federated-by-camera sce-
nario by two datasets: Market-1501 [30] dataset that contains train-
ing data from 6 camera views and CUHK03-NP [16] dataset that
contains images from 2 camera views. We split the Market1501
dataset to 6 clients and CUHK03-NP dataset to 2 clients with each
client containing data from one camera view. To compare with
the performance of the federated-by-camera scenario, we define
a federated-by-identity scenario by splitting a dataset into several
clients, each of them has the same number of identities from differ-
ent camera views. The number of clients in the federated-by-dataset
scenario is equal to the number of camera views. For example, we
Table 2: Performance comparison of federated-by-camera
scenario, federated-by-identity scenario, and local train-
ing on Market-1501 dataset and CUHK03-NP dataset. The
federated-by-camera scenario has the lowest accuracy.
Setting Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 mAP
Market-1501 [30]
Local Training 88.93 95.34 96.88 72.62
Federated-by-identity 85.69 93.44 95.81 66.36
Federated-by-camera 61.13 74.88 80.55 36.57
CUHK03-NP [16]
Local Training 49.29 68.86 76.57 44.52
Federated-by-identity 51.71 69.50 76.79 47.39
Federated-by-camera 11.21 19.14 25.71 11.11
split Market-1501 to 6 clients by identities, thus each client con-
tains 125 non-overlap identities. We also add local training to the
comparison. We implement FedPav on both federated-by-camera
and federated-by-identity scenarios under the same setting and
summarize the results in Table 2.
The federated-by-camera scenario has poor performance com-
pared with local training and federated-by-identity scenario on both
datasets. Learning from cross-camera knowledge is essential to train
a ReID model. Since each client only learns from one-camera-view
data in the federated-by-camera scenario, the model is incapable
to generalize to the multi-camera evaluation. Furthermore, these
results suggest that, instead of standard client-server architecture,
the federated-by-dataset scenario that represents client-edge-cloud
architecture could be more suitable. We conduct the following ex-
periments on the federated-by-dataset scenario.
4.2 Federated-by-dataset Scenario
In this section, we analyze the results of the federated-by-dataset
scenario and investigate the impact of batch size B, the impact of
local epochs E, performance comparison to local training, and the
convergence of FedPav.We conducted all the following experiments
with 9 clients and each client trained on one of the 9 datasets. In
each communication round, we selected all clients for aggregation.
Impact of Batch Size Batch size is an important hyperparame-
ter in the FedPav, which affects the computation in clients. With
the same number of local epochs and fixed size of a dataset, smaller
batch size leads to higher computation in clients in each round of
training. We compare the performance of different batch sizes with
setting E = 1 and total 300 rounds of communication in Figure 4.
The performance increases in most datasets as we add more compu-
tation by changing batch size from 128 to 32. Hence, we use B = 32
as the default batch size setting for other experiments.
Communication Cost The number of local epochs in FedPav
represents the trade-off between communication cost and perfor-
mance. Figure 5 compares the rank-1 accuracy of number of local
epochs E = 1, E = 5, and E = 10 with B = 32 and 300 total train-
ing rounds. Although E = 10 outperforms E = 5 in few datasets,
decreasing E generally improves performance and E = 1 greatly
outperforms E = 5 and E = 10 in all datasets. It indicates the trade-
off between performance and communication cost in FedReID. A
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Figure 4: Performance (rank-1) comparison of different
batch sizes, fixing local epochs E = 1. Batch size B = 32 has
the best performance in most datasets.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison of different number of lo-
cal epochs, fixing batch size B = 32 and total training rounds
ET = 300. Local epoch E = 1 has the best performance in all
datasets.
smaller number of local epochs achieve better performance but
result in higher communication cost.
Upper Bound of FedPavWe compare the performance of the
models obtained from the FedPav algorithm with the local training.
According to previous discussion, E = 1 and B = 32 is the best
setting of the FedPav algorithm. Thus, we use this setting for the
FedPav algorithm.
We summarize the results in Figure 6. Although the federated
model performs worse than local training on large datasets such
as MSMT17 [25] and Market-1501 [30] (Figure 6a), it outperforms
local training on smaller datasets such as CUHK01 [15] and VIPeR
[6] (Figure 6b). These results suggest that the models trained on
smaller datasets gain knowledge more effectively from other clients.
Two reasons could explain these results: the models trained on
larger datasets dominates in aggregation, so these clients absorb less
knowledge from other clients; the models trained on small datasets
have weaker generalization ability, so gaining more knowledge
from larger datasets improves their ability.
The local models, models trained in clients before uploading to
the server, is a proxy to measure the best performance of clients
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Figure 6: Performance comparison of FedPav and local train-
ing (training on individual datasets). Although both the fed-
erated model and local models perform worse than local
training on large datasets in (a), they outperform local train-
ing on small datasets in (b). The local models before aggre-
gation outperform the federated model on all datasets.
in FedReID. Server aggregation leads to performance decay for all
datasets comparing the performance of local models and the feder-
ated model in Figure 6. It suggests that the server has the potential
to better integrate the knowledge from the clients. Moreover, the
local training performs better than the local models in large datasets
(Figure 6a), suggesting the bottlenecks of FedPav algorithm.
Convergence of FedPav The non-IID datasets affect the con-
vergence of FedReID training. Figure 7 shows rank-1 accuracy of
the federated model trained by FedPav on DukeMTMC-reID [32]
and CUHK03-NP [16] in 300 rounds of communication, with eval-
uation computed every 10 rounds and fixing E = 1 and B = 32.
The rank-1 accuracy of FedPav on both datasets fluctuates through
the training process. The non-IID of 9 datasets in the benchmark
causes the difficulty in convergence when aggregating the models
from clients as Li et al. [13] stated the negative impact of non-IID
data. To better measure the training performance, we average the
performance of three best-federated models from different epochs
in our experiments.
5 PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION
Based on the insights of benchmark analysis, we further investi-
gate methods to optimize the performance of FedReID. We adopt
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Figure 7: Convergence of FedPav with knowledge distilla-
tion (KD), with local epoch E = 1, and batch size B =
32, and evaluation computed every 10 rounds. (a) and (b)
shows the convergence improvement on DukeMTMC-reID
and CUHK03-NP.
knowledge distillation in Section 5.1, propose weight adjustment
in Section 5.2, and present the combination of these two methods
in Section 5.3.
5.1 Knowledge Distillation
We apply knowledge distillation to the FedPav algorithm to improve
its performance and convergence in this section. As discussed in
Section 4.2, the FedPav algorithm has difficulty to converge and the
local models perform better than the federated model. Knowledge
distillation (KD) [10] is a method to transfer knowledge from one
model (teacher model) to another model (student model). We adopt
knowledge distillation to transfer the knowledge from clients to
the server: each client is a teacher and the server is the student.
To conduct knowledge distillation, we need a public dataset to
generate soft labels from clients. We use an unlabelled CUHK02 [14]
dataset as an example to apply knowledge distillation to federated
learning. CUHK02 [14] dataset extends CUHK01 [15] dataset by
four more pairs of camera views. It has 1816 identities in 7264
images.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the training process with knowledge
distillation: (1) At the beginning of the training, we distribute the
Algorithm 2: FedPav with Knowledge Distillation
Input: E,B,K ,η,T ,N ,nk ,n,Dshared
Output:wT ,wTk
1 Server:
2 initializew0;
3 distribute Dshared to clients;
4 for each round t = 0 to T-1 do
5 Ct ← (randomly select K out of N clients);
6 for each client k ∈ Ct concurrently do
7 wt+1k , ℓ
t+1
k ← ClientExecution(wt , k , t );
8 end
9 // n: total size of dataset; nk : size of client k’s dataset;
10 wt+1 ← ∑k ∈Ct nkn wt+1k ;
11 ℓt+1 ← 1K
∑
k ∈Ct ℓt+1k ;
12 wt+1 ← (fine-tunewt+1 with ℓt+1 and Dshared )
13 end
14 returnwT ;
15 ClientExecution (w, k, t):
16 v ← (retrieve additional layers v if t > 0 else initialize);
17 B ← (divide local data into batches of size B);
18 for each local epoch e = 0 to E-1 do
19 for b ∈ B do
20 // (w,v) concatenation two vectors;
21 (w,v) ← (w,v) − η▽L((w,v);b);
22 end
23 end
24 store v ;
25 ℓ ← (predict soft labels withw , Dshared );
26 returnw , ℓ;
27 return
CUHK02 [14] dataset Dshared to all clients together with the ini-
tialized modelw0. (2) Each client uses the shared dataset Dshared
to generate soft labels ℓk after training on their local datasets. These
soft labels ℓk are features containing knowledge of the client model.
(3) Each client uploads the model updates wk and the soft labels
ℓk to the server. (4) The server averages these soft labels with
ℓ = 1K
∑
k ∈Ct ℓk . (5) The server trains the federated modelw using
the shared dataset Dshared and the averaged soft labels ℓ. The last
step fine-tunes the federated model to mitigate the instability of
aggregation and drives it for better convergence.
Figure 7 compares the rank-1 accuracy performance of FedPav
and FedPav with knowledge distillation on DukeMTMC-reID [32]
dataset (Figure 7a) and CUHK03-NP [16] dataset (Figure 7b). It
shows that knowledge distillation reduces the volatility and helps
the training to converge. However, knowledge distillation does
not guarantee performance improvement: it improves the rank-1
accuracy on CUHK03-NP [16], while this advantage is unclear in
DukeMTMC-reID [32] dataset. We hold the view that the domain
distribution of the shared public dataset has a substantial impact
on the final performance of the federated model on each dataset.
The domain gap between CUHK02 [14] dataset and CUHK03-NP
Algorithm 3: FedPav + Cosine Distance Weight
Input: E,B,K ,η,T ,N
Output:wT ,wTk
1 Server:
2 initializew0;
3 for each round t = 0 to T-1 do
4 Ct ← (randomly select K out of N clients);
5 for each client k ∈ Ct concurrently do
6 wt+1k ,mk ← ClientExecution(wt , k , t );
7 end
8 m ← ∑k ∈Ct 1mk ;
9 wt+1 ← ∑k ∈Ct mkm wt+1k ;
10 end
11 returnwT ;
12 ClientExecution (w , k, t):
13 v ← (retrieve additional layers v if t > 0 else initialize);
14 B ← (divide local data into batches of size B);
15 // (w,v) concatenation of two vectors;
16 (wt ,vt ) ← (w,v);
17 for each local epoch e = 0 to E-1 do
18 for b ∈ B do
19 (wt ,vt ) ← (wt ,vt ) − η▽L((wt ,vt );b);
20 end
21 end
22 Dbatch ← one batch of B;
23 for each data d ∈ Dbatch do
24 f ← (generate logits with data and (w,v));
25 f t ← (generate logits with data and (wt ,vt ));
26 md ← 1 − cosine_similarity(f , f t );
27 end
28 mt ← 1|Dbatch |
∑
d ∈Dbatch md ;
29 store vt ;
30 returnwt ,mt ;
[16] dataset is smaller, so knowledge distillation elevates the per-
formance on CUHK03-NP [16] dataset significantly. We provide
results of other datasets and mAP accuracy in the supplementary
material.
5.2 Weight Adjustment
In this section, we propose a method to adjust the weights of model
aggregation to alleviate the unbalanced impact from huge differ-
ences in sizes of datasets. These weights in FedPav are proportional
to the size of datasets: clients with large datasets like MSMT17
[25] occupy around 40% of total weights, while clients with small
datasets like iLIDS-VID [24] have only 0.3%, which is a negligible
contribution to the federated model. Although clients with larger
datasets are reasonable to have larger weights in aggregation, we
anticipate that the huge discrepancy of weights between clients
with small and large datasets hinders clients with large datasets
from obtaining knowledge from other clients effectively. Therefore,
we propose more appropriate weights for model aggregation.
Cosine Distance Weight We propose a method, Cosine Dis-
tance Weight (CDW), to dynamically allocate weights depending on
the changes of models: larger changes should contribute more (i.e.
have larger weights) in model aggregation such that more newly
learned knowledge can reflect in the federated model. We measure
the model changes of each client k by cosine distance in the fol-
lowing steps: (1) The client randomly selects a batch of training
data Dbatch . (2) When the client receives model from the server
in a new round of training t , it generates logits f tk with Dbatch
and the local model (wtk ,vtk ) formed by concatenation of the global
model and local identity classifier. (3) The client conducts training
to obtain a newmodel (wt+1k ,vt+1k ). (4) It generates logits f t+1k with
(wt+1k ,vt+1k ) and Dbatch . (5) The client computes the weight by
averaging cosine distance of logits for each data point in the batch
mt+1k =mean(1−cosine_similarity(f tk , f t+1k )). (6) The client sends
mt+1k to the server and the server replaces the weight in FedPav
with it. We summarize this new algorithm in Algorithm 3.
We experimented on FedPav with cosine distance weight under
the same setting as Figure 6. Table 3 shows that cosine distance
weight improves the performance significantly on all datasets. It
demonstrates that we obtain a more holistic model that generalizes
well in different domains. FedPav’s local model—the model before
aggregation that has the best accuracy for local dataset—performs
worse than local training (the best accuracy of training individual
datasets) on large datasets. However, local model of FedPav with
cosine similarity weight outperforms local training on all datasets. It
indicates that all clients with different sizes of datasets are beneficial
to participate in federated learning because they can obtain better-
quality models comparing with the best models trained on their
local datasets.
Table 3: The increase in rank-1 accuracy comparing to local
training. The local models of FedPav with cosine distance
weight (CDW) outperform local training in all datasets.
Datasets FedPav CDW CDW Local Model
MSMT17 [25] -8.55 -6.21 +4.01
DukeMTMC-reID [32] -5.77 -2.90 +1.34
Market-1501 [30] -5.51 -3.79 +1.43
CUHK03-NP [16] -17.58 -15.05 +1.21
PRID2011 [11] -17.33 -13.67 +7.33
CUHK01 [15] +4.32 +9.30 +13.75
VIPeR [6] +20.57 +20.36 +25.95
3DPeS [1] +3.79 +7.31 +16.26
iLIDS-VID [24] +27.89 +28.57 +30.27
5.3 Knowledge Distillation and Weight
Adjustment
In this section, we implement both dynamic weight adjustment
and knowledge distillation to FedPav. We aim to achieve higher
performance and better convergence with this combination by
gaining advantages of both.
Figure 8 shows the performance of FedPav with knowledge distil-
lation and cosine distance weight on two datasets. This combination
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Figure 8: Performance improvement on (a) DukeMTMC-
reID and (b) MSMT17 by applying both knowledge distilla-
tion (KD) and cosine distance weight (CDW) to FedPav, with
evaluation computed every 10 rounds.
improves the performance and the convergence of the training on
these two datasets. We provide results of other datasets in the
supplementary material.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the statistical heterogeneity challenge
of implementing federated learning to person re-identification, by
performing benchmark analysis on a newly constructed benchmark
that simulates the heterogeneous situation in the real-world sce-
nario. This benchmark defines federated scenarios and introduces
a federated learning algorithm—FedPav. The benchmark analysis
presented bottlenecks and useful insights that are beneficial for
future research and industrialization. Then we proposed two op-
timization methods to improve the performance of FedReID. To
address the challenge of convergence, we adopted knowledge dis-
tillation to fine-tune the server model with knowledge generated
from clients on an additional public dataset. To the elevate perfor-
mance of large datasets, we dynamically adjusted the weights for
model aggregation depending on the scale of model changes in
clients. Numerical results indicate that these optimization methods
can effectively facilitate convergence and achieve better perfor-
mance. This paper focuses only on the statistical heterogeneity of
FedReID in the real-world scenario. For future work, the system
heterogeneity challenge will be taken into consideration.
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